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SUM~1ARY ANALYSIS 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) ?ESSION DC-98 

1. .This report documents a remote viewing session conducted in 
uest for information concerning an individual identified 

2. (S/NOFORN) The remote viewer's impressions of the target are provided 
as ra\1/ intelligence data, .and, as such, have not been subjected to any 
intermediate analysis, evaluation or collation. Interpretation and use of 
the information provided is the responsibility of the requestor. 

3. (S/NOFORN) The protocol used for this session is detailed in the document 
Grill Flame Protocol, AMSAA Applied Remote Vie\1/ing Protocol (S), undated. 

4. (S/NOFORN) Follo\1/ing is a transcript of the vie\1/er's impressions during 
the remote vie\liing session. A:t TAB A are dra\1/ings made by the remote vie\1/er 
reference his impressions of the target site. At TABB is target :cuing 
information provided the remote viewer. 
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SE6RET 

TIME 

0900 

TRANSCRIPT 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION DC-98 

#66: This will be a remote viewing session for 0900 hours, 
19 March 1981. 

This will be a pre-session 
At this time I'm showin 

briefing to the remote viewer~ 
hoto ra . of an individual 

SG1A identified. He's believed to 
Take a close look at this photo-SG1A be in 

graph ••••• 

l/:08: Okay. 

#66: During the session we're going to be asking you to focus your 
SG1Aattention on - and the area of his home in the evening 

hours at home. I want you to do this in the time frame that's 
comfortable to you. When you get to the target and you perceive 
him in the target, I will be asking you about what time it is 
and about what day it is that you have captured him. But you 
might think about yesterday, day before, recent times. And at 

SG 1
A home in the evening hours. I will be asking you questions about 

-once \lie are able to focus in on him. Do you have any 
question.s? 

#08: No. Let's go. 

#66: Okay. Would you like to keep this picture with y~u? 

#08: 

l/:66: 

IIOB: 

#66: 

/FOB: 

Yeah, why n~t? 
SG1A 

I \!/ill refer to him by his first name,-

Okay. 

And if you just think about his picture there, ll/e'll be ready 
to_go. All right. You nail/ have about 25 minutes to prepare 
yourself for this session. 

Okay. 

#66: Relax and concentrate now. Relax ••• relax ••• relax. Focus your 
SG 

1 
A attention no1V ~olel and completely, fix your mind solely and 

completely on IVhose picture I have shown you. Relax 
and focus, focus ••• _ocus and move now to 11111111111111 spending an 
evening at home. Focus and describe the sc~. 

PAUSE 
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+03 

+07 

+08 

f/:08: 

f/:66: 

1FD8: 

l/:66: 

1108: 

I see, uh ••••• the .impressions are the same as, as the ones 
that, uh ••• that came up as soon as you gave me that,.that 
picture in the mission. There's an impression of a ••• an 
apartment ••• second. or third floor, probably the third. Very, 
uh ••• very ••• very clean, ah ••• modest but very clean, very 
hygenic, almost sterile in appearance. I gotta get rid of 
some of this other stuff too. 

He's a, he's a short man ••• not more than 5'6", probably 5'5". 
I also see.a ••• a wife, a daughter of about ••• 12 or 13 and a 
younger daughter.about 7 or a. Then there's a ••• impression 
of a ••••• very.young, uh, child. But that goes away, comes 
and goes a\1/ay ••• 

SG1A 
Tell me more about llllllllllalllhimself~ 

Uh ••••• ah ••••• Very doctrinare type, uh •••• and yet, uh •••• for
tunate to find himself in a ••• in a, the equivalent of our civil 
service stuff •. And he's,uh ••• he's_real, uh ••• real, uh ••• moti
vation is his.family and decent living, although he doesn't 
admit to that. Very, uh ••••••••••• 

Turn away from him-

He's definitely with the government trying to find out what 
the ••• what, uh, principal, uh, section of th~ economy (mumble). 
He's the low functionary. He's done well. I also.get the · 
impression that somebody believes that, uh, this guy's going 
to be very important, but he's not. 

#66: Okay, let's um, change your focus now a little bit. Tell me 
about the· time window you accessed. 

1#08: Uh ••• (mumbling). Picked him up, uh ••• typical week day, if you 
wish, at home. then I, uh, moved up, uh, to, uh, his work 
day. And then the good impression is there of a, something 
about the legal system. 

I keep getting this, uh, impression of halls and, not that he 
\1/orks there, he's just associated with •••• He himself is a ••• 
he's not an attorney, he's some kind of broker or.something 

· within the legal profession working for that kind ••• If you 
want to take the time frame as this \I/eek, I don't care. 

#66: Okay, uh, let me see if I understand. We have perceptions from 
two time windows, one being an evening hour at home and one 
being a work day. 

#08: Yeah, I started with the home. I \I/anted to see what his family 
\I/BB like. 

#66: All right. I'd like to-
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+10 

+12 

#08: Where he lived and what he did. 

/166: I'd like to return to the time window of home last week. 

#08: last week? 

#66: Return to the time window you had when you perceived that to be. 

/108: Oh, okay. That's this week. Go ahead. 

#66: This week? 

#08: Yeah. 

#66: All right. Focus on that time window now and describe Anatoliy's 
personality to me ••••••••••••• 

1108: Well. At his professional function he's very rigid and there's 
some carryover of tbat to, uh, to.the home, although he ••• 
extremely devoted, uh, family man. But some of that rigidity 
is, uh, brought over to the home. But I keep seeing •••• a wife 
who's a, a small woman, just as he is ••••• And, uh, ••• how can 
I say? Very devoted family man who knows that, uh ••• he's, uh, 
got ·it made within the system, so to speak. And very, uh, 
this keeps switching from professional to personal. In .other 
words he's made a tremendous effort to, uh ••• not only master 
what he's supposed to know but even make a special effort to 
even go·beyond that. That being a real professional, but he's 
not high in, in the government hierarchy. He's just a good man 
for a high functionary to have ••• say, as a ••• 

#66: Okay. Let's turn away from his personality now and focus your 
attention on Anatoliy, solely and completely on Anatoliy. And 
describe some of his personal interest to me. 

1108: 

1166: 

#08: 

#66: 

1108: 

1166: 

1108: 

Law ••• one, first, 'cause it's associated with his work. 

Describe the experience you have-

It's the same. 

-makes you say law. 

Because •• 

Just describe the experience to me. 

All right •. It's, •• it's a huge, the image is of a .huge domed 
court type building, and, uh, gov?rnment offices associated 
with that. And that's where.he's, he's not in the huge hall, 
he's just one of the small functionaries. Very official atmos
phere associated with this building ••• 
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+14 

#66: Okay, focus again nail/ on his interests. 

#08: Yeah, I'm coming back to it ••• Okay, it goes somethin' like 
this. Professional, 11/hich I've described. Secondly, of equal 
importance, perhaps more, his family. And then II/hat they do 
together ••••• Has something to do with, uh, camping and hiking, 
if you 11/ish •••• Also involved in the ••• in something like stamp 
collection, but I don't knoll/ what it is. 

#66: Describe the experience you have-

#08: Uh ••• something he has in his desk, albums or something, 11/hich 
require research. He likes that kind of stuff. And, uh •••• 

#66: Okay. Let's change your focus again nail/. Turn a\1/ay from his 
interests, turn away from his interests and focus on 
Focus nail/ on 111111111 and describe his character to me. 

PAUSE 

#08: Well ••••••••••••••••• uh •••••• He makes, uh, no big enemies 
because ••••• it's difficult to explain. 

#66: Describe the experience to me. 

+17 //:08: I see a man poring over books II/ho was only called upon to render 
opinions ••• rarely. And who, II/ho impresses people by the grasp 
of II/hat.he has in his field. It's not as if this II/ere a daily 
thing ••• Because he's involved in routine drudgery, but when 
called upon to ••• to, uh ••• to assist a second, uh, and somebody's 
opinion he comes_out 11/ith some, uh, professional opinions that 
are very ••• very valid and highly researched and extremely 
accurate and therefore impressive. But he •• he's not a threat 

+19 

to anybody. 

#66: Okay. As we've gone through these descriptions you seem to 
always come back to his work and seem to stay away from your 
perceptions of-

#08: That's ninety percent of his life. 

#66: Okay. Let's focus now intently on that work. Let's move with 
purpose.to.the time window of him at work. Tell me about his 
job ••. ...••.••• 

#08: He is one of several who provides expertise to a ••• government 
functionary in a government department ••• Here comes his ••••• 

#66: What is the experience you're having that makes you say these 
things? Tell me of the experience- . 

#08: It's like line and block_chart, the-honcho that, uh, whose 
office he's in, well, you're man would be not within the next 
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/108: 

/166: 

/108: 

1166: 

/108: 

block but below that with ••• with a small group, six or eight, 
ten maybe, provide both administrative and professional.support. 
Which is this, ultimately this government functionary ••• this 
government official ••• 

Describe his area of expertise •••••• 

His area of expertise is his ••• his personal area.of expertise 
is legal background, but •••••• The, uh, the uh ••• there's a 
government, uh, official (mumbling) definitely at the ministry 
level. Has something to do with workers and food •••• and that's 
all I get. 

All right. 
\1/0Uld like 
as you see 

. SG1A 
I have no further questions about 111111111111111 but I 

to provide you the time now to exp~omment 
fit. I will wait. 

Yeah, about 3 minutes. 

PAUSE 

I don't have anything else. 

1166: All right, fine. Return your focus now to my voice, to the 
present time of me here in the room with you. Move your arms 
and move your legs and take a fell/ deep breaths and let's pre
pare to draw that which you've perceived. 

1108: 

1166: 

Okay, I've just dra\1/n sketch one and t\1/o. Sketch one is just 
a simple representation of where ••• of the type of environment 
that I found him in with his family after, uh, duty hours, so 
to speak. And I found him in about the third floor of a con
duminium type high-rise. Uh, I also got the distince impres
sion that it \I/as government sponsored. Sall/ a man and a family 
\I/ho was quite content with his role. Felt that he was suffi
ciently happy and making headway into 11/hatever_he 111as doing. 
I got the distince impression that he was a government employee. 

The, ub ••• sketch number t\1/o is_an attempt to describe what his 
real function is within the government. And it's, it's impor
tant, but it's not at the ministerial or national level, so to 
speak. And I tried to get a feel for what he did and was.res
pected for, because he is respected, highly respected •. But he's 
not a, you knoll/, he's not a, an elected member of the government. 
He's sort of a, like many of us- civil service functionary, at 
the mid-level, management type level, \l/orking for t\l/o, at least 
two principal assistants who are in direct support of the mini
ster. And he's .quite content with that. Uh, I 111as looking for 
something special, of special interest and all I got.\l/as like 
he.II/as a lead under assessment for possible approach. But I 
couldn' t find anything ••• 

Any particular, special thing about him that attracted your 
attention to him? 
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#08: No. I was looking for something like that in both his per
sonal life, his professional life, and, uh, he's (mumble). 
He's as, uh, well-,programmed as clockwork, his life is very 
well-determined, he knows where he's going, he knows what he's 
doing and very content man within the environment. 

#66: Okay. Understanding, of course, you can't draw .pictures and 
personalities, you can only draw pictures of places and.so 
forth and so on. Uh, you've said quite a lot about him. 
Maybe I can get you to restate here with one question. Uh ••• 
what kind of a guy is ~e? 

1/:08: That kept coming back to his professional interest and functions, 
which is sort of a one administrative and .yet research type work, 
like someone who would be \1/orking .for a law dirm having duel 
responsibility of doing administrative work and also some re
search work in a specialized area •. And the area itself, when 

1/:66: 

I tried to determine it, wasn't that specialized. I think this 
is where the legal aspects of his background- and he's not an 
attorney- .seem to help because he's got rules and regulations 
he spent a· hell of a lot of time.learning that nature and the 
limitations of his job and the rules and regulations that, that 
prompt, or that guide this entire ministry. And when I got to 
the ministerial level I was trying to determine what it really 
dealt with. And it's a multi-faceted thing. And the thing that 
came up was food, welfare, and workers. But that's all I could 
get. 

Okay. 

#08: Okay, now this rigidity and, uh, temperament is_carried into 

1/:66: 

his family lifie, although I don't- he's trying very, very hard 
not to, but it's definitely carried over. The catalyst is his 
wife and his kids, amd he's very, very closely attached to them. 
Uh, it's hard sometimes to determine the difference between 
character and personality. If I were 1t.o describe his person
ality, which I .tired to and it kept coming back into the pro
fessional stream. You know, sort of a ••• not a.complete intro
vert.but_very dedicated and, uh, even~keeled, unemotional, and 
yet uh, very interested and dedicated for a guy that.just keeps 
doing his job without making waves, and when called upon ren
ders an opinion that is very highly respected. That's the best 
way I can describe it. · 

Okay, 
you'd 

Are there any other comments 

1/:08: No. 

#66: Okay, fine. 
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TARGET CUING INFORMATION 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION DC-98 

1. (5/NOFORN) Information provided the remote viewer prior to the session 
is documented as a pre-session briefing .and is included in the transcript. 
Photographs shown to the viewer are attached. 

2. ~ . During the session the viewer was asked questions pertaining 
to -personality, interest, character, family relations and job. 

SG1A 
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